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INTRODUCTION

The term "history" might be the wrong direction for
Python. With history, one connects long past and also
outdated ones. Python is still a young programming
language. Even if she is already over 20 years old. But the
eternally young language C is already over 40 years old.
The language was developed in the early 1990s by Guido
van Rossum at the Center for Mathematics (Center for
Mathematics and Informatics) in Amsterdam. Originally it
had been developed as a successor to the language of
instruction ABC and should run on the distributed
operating system Amoeba. Guido van Rossum had also
contributed to the development of the language ABC so
that his experience with ABC also flowed into Python.
Python is a very powerful and easy-to-learn programming
tool with efficient abstract data and a simplified approach
to programming. Due to the elegant syntax and compelling
typing makes Python an outstanding interpretation
language for rapid application development.

When you visit http://www.python.org, the Python
interpreter and the extensive library are available for free
as source code and in binary form for all relevant platforms
and also can be distributed for free. On the same page,
there are tools and programs, references to free modules
as well as third-party distributions
The Python interpreter can be extended easily to include
new functions, and data types that can be written in C or C
++ (or other languages that can be executed from C) are
applied. This guide introduces the key concepts and
properties of the Python language and system.
This book is suitable for beginners who want to learn both
the basics of programming or general programming
principles, as well as the language Python. In our opinion,
there is no other common programming language that
makes it easier for a beginner to learn to program.

CHAPTER ONE
What is Python?
The word “Python” is given to a language used commonly
for software development that is authoritative and highly
efficient. It consists of high-level data structures and a very
modest approach towards Object-Oriented programming.
Its well-designed syntax and vigorous typing, make it a
perfect choice for scripting application development.
Python is being used frequently in this modern era because
it consists of a substantial standard library that is readily
available in source and binary form. This library is available
for major platforms, and they are available on the
authorized python website. The website provides you a
detailed series of tools and products that could help you
build strong concepts of the language. With complete and

detailed documentation, you can start, and easily polish
your python programming skills.
This book is going to familiarize you to the elementary
notions and structures of python programming and its
system. Here every concepts is explains with real-world
programming examples that provides you the opportunity
to grab each concept better. You will find some of Python’s
noteworthy features discussed in this book with a decent
feel of this language’s taste and elegance.

Why should you learn python?
The name “Python” is given to the language that is used for
software development all across that globe because you
could learn the language easily if you have resilient
conceptions of object-oriented programming. It is a
language that provides you a lot of options that you have
practiced in other programming languages as well.
The primary reason you should move on to this language is
that it is a minimalistic language. It means that the same
problem that takes five lines in another language to code
with Python you can solve the same problem in two lines.
Moreover, it is a lot easier to learn, and its exceptional data
science abilities make it fun to learn. If you want to nurture

as a developer, then it is necessary that you know different
programming languages. Since Python provides multiple
programming paradigms, it is significant to make sure that
you learn this language and enhance your skills in it.

CHAPTER TWO
Setup Python Environment
Recommended System Requirements
Processors:
o

Intel® Core™ i5 processor 4300M at 2.60 GHz or
2.59 GHz (one socket, two cores, two threads per
core), 8 GB of DRAM

o

Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2698 v3 at 2.30 GHz (2
sockets, 16 cores each, one thread per core), 64 GB
of DRAM

o

Intel® Xeon Phi™ processor 7210 at 1.30 GHz (1
socket, 64 cores, four threads per core), 32 GB of
DRAM, 16 GB of MCDRAM (flat mode enabled)

o

Disk space: 2 to 3 GB

o

Operating systems: Windows® 10, macOS*, and
Linux*

Minimum System Requirements
o

Processors: Intel Atom® processor or Intel® Core™
i3 processor

o

Disk space: 1 GB

o

Operating systems: Windows* 7 or later, macOS,
and Linux

o

Python* versions: 2.7.X, 3.6.X

o

Included development tools: conda*, conda-env,
Jupyter Notebook* (IPython)

o

Compatible tools: Microsoft Visual Studio*,
PyCharm*

o

Important Python packages to be included:
NumPy, SciPy, scikit-learn*, pandas, Matplotlib,
Numba*,

Intel®

Threading

Building

Blocks,

pyDAAL, Jupyter, mpi4py, PIP*, and others.

Software
o

PIP and NumPy: Installed with PIP, Ubuntu*,
Python 3.6.2, NumPy 1.13.1, scikit-learn 0.18.2

o

Windows: Python 3.6.2, PIP and NumPy 1.13.1,
scikit-learn 0.18.2

o

Intel® Distribution for Python* 2018

Modifications
o

Scikit-learn: Conda*-installed NumPy with Intel®
Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) on Windows (PIPinstalled SciPy on Windows contains Intel MKL
dependency)

o

Black-Scholes on Intel Core i5 processor and
Windows: PIP-installed NumPy and Condainstalled SciPy

Install and Run Python
1.

Windows
Download Python from the official website.
Ensure that you download the latest version
for Windows.

2.

After you have downloaded the package open
it and follow the instructions. Once you see the
message, "The installation was successful,"
you can now move ahead with the text editor.

3.

Now it comes to a text editor, which is entirely
a personal choice. You can download any text
editor that you like but recommend are Visual
Studio Code and Sublime Text.

4.

Just download the text editor you selected and
install it on your machine. The installation
process is straightforward.

-

Linux

1.

To start programming in Linux, you need to
follow some extra steps. Before downloading
python, you need to download the following
dependencies.

$

sudo

apt-get

install

build-essential

checkinstall

$ sudo apt-get install libreadline-gplv2dev

libncursesw5-dev

libssl-dev

libsqlite3-dev tk-dev libgdbm-dev libc6dev libbz2-dev

2.

Download Python from the official website.
Ensure that you download the latest version
for Linux.

3.

Now go to the terminal and locate the
directory where the file is available. Once

found run the following command to move
forward.

$ tar -xvf Python-3.6.0.tgz

4.

This command is used to extract the zip file.
The filename might be different if you have
downloaded a different version.

5.

Now go to the extracted library and run the
following command.

$ cd Python-3.6.0

6.

Now issue the commands written below to
compile the Python source code on your
operating system

$ ./configure

$ make

$ make install

7.

If you are looking to install Sublime Text in
Ubuntu, then issue the commands written
below.

$

sudo

add-apt-repository

-y

ppa:webupd8team/sublime-text-2

$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install sublime-text

-

Mac

1. Download Python from the official website. Ensure
that you download the latest version for Mac.
2. After you have downloaded the package open it
and follow the instructions. Once you see the
message, "The installation was successful," you
can now move ahead with the text editor.

3. Now it comes to a text editor, which is entirely a
personal choice. You can download any text editor
that you like but recommend are Visual Studio
Code and Sublime Text.
4. Just download the text editor you selected and
install it on your machine. The installation process
is straightforward.

CHAPTER THREE
Basics of python
Your first Hello World app
1. Now open the text editor and make a new file (File>New File). Now save t with a .py extension. For
instance, you can save it as HelloWord.py.
2.

Just copy-paste the line “print ("Hello, World!")”
and save it again.

print("Hello, World!")

3. Now go to the command prompt and navigate to
the path where you have collected your file. You
can see your line “Hello World” line in the
command prompt. Below screenshot shows the
output.
4. Once complete, build your project through Tool >
Build. You will see the message “Congratulations;
you've successfully run your first Python program.”

The Main Function
Python’s main function is the most significant idea that a
programmer needs to understand. The example written
below is in python to make you understand the concept as
well as highlight the importance of the function.
def main():
print "hello world!"
print ".Hello, World from the outside."

The above code has two pieces of lines that commands the
program to print; the first one is demarcated within the
man function while the other one demarcated outside the
scope of it. When you run the function, the following is the
output

-

Only “Hello, World from the outside”

-

You can see that the hello world code didn’t work

Following are the reasons due to which we didn’t get the
desired response.
-

Whenever the Python interpreter goes through
the source file, it will read the code and execute it.

-

The compiler runs the source file as the main
function,

it

sets

the

particular

variable

(___name___) to (__main__). Thus, as the main
function executes, it will read the statement and
verify whether the condition equals __main__.
-

When the condition returns true, you can run the
python files as reusable modules or standalone
programs.

-

As we move ahead with other concepts you must
know that this language uses “==”(double equal)
for comparison and “=” (single equal) for
assignment as most of the other programming
languages.

-

Python’s main function is available in two different
ways. These methods described below:
In the first method you need to:

o

import: __name__= module's filename

o

In case the condition returns false then the
script in the __main__ will not be executed

The second method comprises of
o

Direct run:__name__=__main__

o

In case the condition returns false
__main__ method will not run.

It means that the source file will execute every time the
program is run. While executing the source file it will check
for a main method with an If condition that will be
explained later in this book.
Thus, it means that on all occasions this source file will
execute, it will check with an if condition to check whether
it is the main method or not.
def main():
print("Hello World!")
if __name__== "__main__":
main()
print("hello world python writer")

Variables and Types
The readers who have basic concept of object-oriented
programing know about variables. Variables are not
precise to a certain language as they are a concept that
needs to be understood so that they could be applied in
different situations. A python variable resides in memory
reserved for storing values which are retrievable upon the
requirement for computer processing.
Every variable you define is of a particular type. For
instance, you come across circumstances where you want
to store characters, then the variable is of string type while
if you're going to store number, then you will declare a
variable of type number. To define a variable, you are
supposed to give them a particular name so that whenever
you are accessing the memory location, later on, you can
access it through that name.

The syntax for declaring a variable in Python
There is a proper syntax that you need o to follow to
declare the variable and use it. Here we will develop an
example which provides you an idea about the concept of
variables.
a=100
print a

So, the output on the console will be 100. In this, you have
declared a variable with value 100, and you have printed it.
Now if later on, you face a situation where you want to
transform the declaration and give the same variable
another value, then you need to do as follows.
# Declare a variable and initialize it
f = 0
print (f)
# re-declaring the variable works
f = 'guru99'
print (f)

Concatenating variables
Concatenation in programming refers to a term where you
join string along. It is usually used to ensure that the string
you display is dynamic. Let’s assume a problem that asks
you to show the number of products left behind to the
user, and every time the quantity is different. In such
scenarios where the value is dynamic, you use string
concatenation.
In python, we can concatenate different data types such as
string and number together. In the following, we will be
concatenating a string value and a numerical value
together. Here you can find a difference between Java and
Python as it doesn’t allow you to concatenate it until the
variable b is declared as a string as well. In case you use

number for it then you might have to face a type error
which is illustrated in the picture below.
a="This is a string."
b = 99
print a+b

The code given above is error-prone as the variable a has a
data type string while the data type of variable b is number.
The following picture displays the error that you will
receive.

The succeeding code will display the correct output. It is so
because while printing you are converting the variable b to
string. It means you can print concatenate similar datatype

variables in python. It makes Python a strongly typed
language for software development.
a="Guru"
b = 99
print(a+str(b))

Local and Global Variables
A global variable is a variable that is declared once and
used throughout the program. Whereas local variable
defined within that particular method, and outside that
code block, you cannot access that variable.
The subsequent description is a code snippet that
describes the concept of global variable.

The variable “f” in the example given above is global as it is
manageable all over the program. This variable is assigned
a value of 101, printed in the output. Variable “f” declared
again in the function, and that is the local scope. Inside the
function, the variable f declared again in the function and
assumed as the local scope. The code snipet written above
has a function where the variable is assigned the value “I
am learning python,”. The output screen also shows the
same string. This local variable is dissimilar to the global
variable “f” that was defined earlier. Once the function is
complete, the variable destroys. If you look at line 12 when
we see the output

It is crucial to know that the global variable can be
retrieved anywhere throughout the program. A global

variable can be read inside the function well. The picture
below shows how the global variable is overwritten inside
a function.

The code snippet available in the picture above is also given
below for better understanding.
f = 101;
print f
# Global vs.local variables in functions
def theFunction():
global f
print f
f = "changing global variable"
theFunction()
print f

Del command is available to delete the variable. The below
illustration proclaims a variable and then deletes it. When
the program tries to print it again after deleting it the
compiler gives an error.

String Formatting
In python, everything is an object, and whenever you
declare a string in python, it is an object too. To declare a
string variable you can follow the syntax written below
name =” This is the name”
Python is a language that does not support character type.
These strings are preserved as the size of one as they are
considered one substring. String slicing is also a concept
that is commonly used in python. It could be done with
help of square brackets for along with the respective index
of the string and get the right string. The example written
below shows how string slicing could be performed in
python.
var1 = "Guru99!"
var2 = "Software Testing"
print ("var1[0]:",var1[0])
print ("var2[1:5]:",var2[1:5])

We are now moving on to the basic string operations that
apply to a string. The following table shows the operator
the description and a small example and its output to show
how the operators actually work.
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Here is another slicing example where you can assign the
variable to another string. The code below illustrates how
the variable replaces with the help of one of the string
functions.
x = "Hello World!"
print(x[:6])
print(x[0:6] + "this is an example")

It is important to note that in the above example: 6 means
the range 0:6.

String replace is another string function that replaces the
string with the given characters. The following example
shows another example where you can see the string
replaced with the given value.
Python provides you the option of manipulating the string
according to your requirement. Here are some of the

common operations that perform on the string. Following
are some of the examples of operations performed on a
string.
string="python"
print(string.upper())

Output: “PYTHON”
string="python"
print(string.capitalize())

Output: PYTHON
string="PYTHON."
print(string.lower())

Output: “python.”
Following are some other common examples commonly
used while programming in Python.
print(":".join("Python"))

Joins the string and the yield will be “Python:”
string="12345"
print(''.join(reversed(string)))

This function will reverse the string, and the yield will be
“54321”.
word="This is python example."
print(word.split(' '))

This function splits the string by spaces.

Dictionary in Python
Every programming language implements a few data
structures that are essential to solving critical problems.
Python’s utilization of data structures can be seen through
the use of dictionaries. Dictionary is a data structure that
stores values and accessed with the aid of keys. It is also
known as the key value pair data structure that could be
used to store values. It is imperative to understand that the
-

Keys are a spare element

-

Values can contain anything some prominent
examples include a list, string, or a number.

To declare a dictionary, you need to follow the syntax
mentioned below
Dict = { ' Tim': 18,

xyz,.. }

As the syntax suggests, a dictionary lists in curly brackets
where key and values separated by a colon. As we move
ahead, it is essential to comprehend the following
important aspects.

-

Keys in the dictionary are case sensitive. Which
means that same key with the varying case
identified as a unique key.

-

The data stored in the dictionary could be of any
type, but it is vital to ensure that the key value is
always immutable such as numbers, string, etc.

-

Keys should be unique in a dictionary.

Common Methods of Dictionary
Data structures are used to resolve common programming
problems. Thus they come with some conventional
methods that help programmers solve complex problems.
-

Copy Dictionary

This function helps to copy the entire dictionary to a new
dictionary. The following code snippet shows an example
of this function.
Boys = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Robert':25}
Girls = {'Tiffany':22}
studentX=Boys.copy()
studentY=Girls.copy()
print studentX
print studentY

-

Update

You can also find a function that helps to update the
contents of the dictionary. It can add new contents and
even update the existing ones. The example below
illustrates where a new key-value pair combined in the
dictionary.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
Dict.update({"Sarah":9})
print(Dict)

-

Delete

As we add new items to the dictionary, we need to remove
some of them as well. To delete an element from the
dictionary, we use the del command. Here is the code that
shows how you can remove an element from an existing
dictionary.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
del Dict ['Charlie']
print(Dict)

-

Items

While using dictionaries, we face numerous situations
where we need to go through all the items of the
dictionary. The code snippet below highlights a situation
where the program needs to check whether a provided
element is obtainable in the list or not.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
Boys = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Robert':25}
Girls = {'Tiffany':22}
for key in Dict.keys():
if key in Boys.keys():
print True
else:
print False

-

Sorting

Whenever you have a collection of items, you need some
basic functionalities along among which sorting is the most
imperative feature. Python provides sorting for its
programmers. The example illustrates the above concept.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
Boys = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Robert':25}
Girls = {'Tiffany':22}
Students = list(Dict.keys())

Students.sort()
for S in Students:
print(":".join((S,str(Dict[S]))))

-

Length

In order to find the exact number of elements in a
dictionary len function is available. Following is a code that
could be used for understanding the concept better.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
print "Length : %d" % len (Dict)

-

Print the dictionary elements

To print the dictionary in the readable form, you need to
make a dictionary into a string format. The code below
illustrates the concept you can use the following code to
understand the concept.
Dict = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Tiffany':22,'Ro
bert':25}
print "printable string:%s" % str (Dict)

-

Comparison between elements

Dictionary also provides you the option to compare items.
A method with name “CMP” used for this purpose. Here is

an example that will help the reader to have a better
understanding of the concept.
Boys = {'Tim': 18,'Charlie':12,'Robert':25}
Girls = {'Tiffany':22}
print cmp(Girls, Boys)

Basic Operators
Arithmetic, Logical, Comparison, Assignment, Bitwise
& Precedence
Operators play a critical role in every programming
language. They are used to handle individual items and
returns the desired result. The data on which these
operations performed are called the operands or
arguments. Most of the operators epitomized by special
characters such as “is” and “is not” are two operators
commonly used in string manipulation. Following are the
typical arithmetic operator that is essential while
programming in Python. All the examples below come
along with a relevant case to explain the concept better.

-

Arithmetic Operators

All the simple arithmetic operations accomplished with the
assistance of arithmetic operators in python. You can find
the common operators as follows
-

Addition

-

Subtraction

-

Multiplication

-

Division

-

Modulus

-

Exponent

x= 4
y= 5
print(x + y)

-

Comparison of Operations

These operators are used to equate values on either side
of the operand and trace the relation between them. These
operators are also known as relational operators. Some of
the most common operators are ( ==, != , <>, >,<=, etc.).
x = 4
y = 5

print(('x > y

is',x>y))

In the above instance, the result will be a true or false as it
will match both the values and return necessary value if the
condition met.
-

Assignment Operations

Assignment operators are the operations used for
assigning values to variables. The common assignment
operators accessible in Python include (+=, - = , *=, /= ,
etc.). With Python, we can use compound assignment
operators as well.
n1 = 4
n2 = 5
print(("Line 1 - Value of num1 : ", n1))
print(("Line 2 - Value of num2 : ", n2))

The example shown below illustrates the compound
assignment operators.
n1 = 4
n2 = 5
res = n1 + n2
print(("Line 1 - Result of num1+num2 is ", res))
res += num1

print(("Line 1 - Result of res += num1 is ",
res))

The example shows two variables initializes with values
and then adding them into a third variable. In the fourth
line, the result further adds to the number 1 value, and the
result is displayed.

-

Logical Operators

Logical operators in Python used for the conditional
statement in which the program has to evaluate the
condition based on the situation. Three major logical
operators in programming are known as
-

AND: returns true if both conditions return true.

-

OR: returns true when even one condition fulfills

-

NOT: returns true if the condition not met

a = True
b = False
print(('a and b is',a and b))
print(('a or b is',a or b))
print(('not a is',not a))

The above code has the following output, which shows
how these logical operators work.

-

Membership Operators

They are used for a structure such as a list, string, or tuples.
The two main membership operators that could be utilized
in Python are known as the “in” and “not in.” In the
following example, the program is checking whether the
given value is accessible in the list or not with the
assistance of operators known as membership operators.

V1 = 4
V2 = 8
list = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ];
if ( V1 in the list ):
print("Line 1 – V1 is available in the given
list")
else:
print("Line 1 – V1 is not available in the g
iven list")
if ( y not in the list ):
print("Line 2 – V2 is not available in the g
iven list")
else:
print("Line 2 – V2 is available in the given
list")

-

Identity Operators

Identity operators are one of the most beneficial items of
Python as they allow the users to compare the memory
location of two objects. Following are the two operators
used in Python:
-

The operator is: This operator will return true if
both the variables are directing towards the
identical object.

-

The operator is not: It is going to return false if two
variables point the same object.

Operators (In falling Meaning
directive of priority)
**

Exponent

*, /, //, %

Multiplication, Division, Floor
division, Modulus

+, -

Addition, Subtraction

<= < > >=

Comparison operators

= %= /= //= -= += *= **=

Assignment Operators

is is not

Identity operators

in not in

Membership operators

not or and

Logical operators

x = 20
y = 20
if ( x is y ):
print("x & y

SAME identity")

y=30
if ( x is not y ):
print("x & y have DIFFERENT identity")

-

Operator Precedence

Operator precedence is a concept in which tells which
operator evaluated first. If you want to become a handful
programmer, it is significant to know about operator
precedence as it helps to avoid ambiguity. The above table
demonstrates all the operators available with their
decreasing order of priority.

Conditions & Loops
Conditional statements are a major part of every
programming language. These statements help the
program to act according to the given situation. The
condition evaluated inside a conditional statement returns
true or false upon which further action takes place.
Conditional statements used as if statement and they are
known as if statements in programming terms. The coe
below shows a conditional statement in Python.

def main():
a,b =2,8
if(a < b):
str= "a is less than b"
print(str)
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

In the above code, the program is comparing two integers
a and b. whenever the value of x is less than y the if
statement will execute the very next statement. Incase the
if the condition does not returns true you will receive an
error message stating that the “str” is not defined.

s
To overcome this error, you can write an else statement
which will be executed every time if the condition doesn’t
return true. Following is the code was written to show you
the solution to the problem mentioned above.

There come to some situations when the else statement
does not give the desired result. The picture above
illustrates a scenario where if you give x and y the same
value, then it will print “X is greater than Y.” If we look at it
logically, then we find out that the result is wrong as both
the values are the same. In this scenario we can add
another if statement to get the desired result as shown
below
def main():
x,y =8,8
if(x < y):
st= "x is less than y"

elif (x == y):
st= "x is same as y"
else:
st="x is greater than y"
print(st)

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

Nested If Statements:
When you want to have nested conditions, it is better to go
for nested if statements. Python allows programs to utilize
nested if statements to get the desired results. The syntax
is the same as a simple if statement. The case below
illustrates shows how nested if statement could be used.
total = 100
#country = "US"
country = "AU"
if country == "US":
if total <= 50:
print("Shipping Cost is
elif total <= 100:

$50")

print("Shipping Cost is $25")
elif total <= 150:
print("Shipping Costs $5")
else:
print("FREE")
if country == "AU":
if total <= 50:
print("Shipping Cost is

$100")

else:
print("FREE")

Switch Statement
The switch statement is an alternative to if statements, it
is a multiway division code that allows you to compare
values of variables to values given in the switch statement.
Python Implements dictionary mapping to implement a
switch statement. The code written below shows how you
can use switch statement in your program.
def SwitchExample(argument):
switcher = {
0: " This is Case Zero ",
1: " This is Case One ",
2: " This is Case Two ",
}

return switcher.get(argument, "nothing")

if __name__ == "__main__":
argument = 1
print (SwitchExample(argument))

Loop
Looping is another prevalent concept of programming.
Through this, we can achieve redundant, repetitive tasks
done in one go with limited resources. This concept is used
commonly in all programming languages, and we can say
that without a while loop, we cannot say a programming
language is complete.
-

The While Loop

Python provides a specific sytax for performing repetitive
tasks. The name given to this concept is looping through.
This can be done through while loop which is one way of
performing repetitive task in python. In while lopp the the
code block is repeated until condition results in true. The
code snippet shown below highlights how one can use
while loop in python.
def main():
x=0

#define a while loop
while(x <4):
print(x)
x = x+1
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

-

The For Loop

In Python For loops are known as Iterators. It is another
technique that could be used to recapitulate through
unless the conditional statement marked as valid.
x=0
#define a while loop
#

while(x <4):

#

print x

#

x = x+1

#Define a for loop
for x in range(2,7):
print(x)

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

-

The Break & Continue Statement

You can break through a loop depending upon a condition.
The code below shows an example where there is a range
10- 20 and a loop goes through it. Whenever the value is
equal to 15, the loop will exit, and whenever the value is
divisible by two, the loop will continue.
def main():
for x in range (10,30):
if (x == 15): break
#if (x % 2 == 0) : continue
print(x)
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()

-

Enumerate in Loops

Python utilizes enumerate in “For loops” as it:
-

Returns the index number

-

Returns the value on that index

Enumerations are usually used to index or number the list.
Python provides you an easy and elegant way to loop
through the list and perform desired actions.

Functions
Functions contain standard pieces of code which could be
called anywhere in the code. Python provides some in-built
functions and also provides the opportunity to the
programmer to create functions. You can also find them
with the name of methods or procedures.
Now it comes to the point where we need to know how do
we write a function and how do we use it. Whenever the
function is utilized anywhere in the program, we call it a
function call. Following is a screenshot that shows how do
we declare a function and call it.

It is indispensable to ensure that you do proper indentation
of the function while writing the body of the function. It is
significant to ensure that the next line of the function starts

from the same position as the first line of the function.
Following is an example where the user gets an indentation
error due to wrong formatting of the function.

Return Value
Functions return values further processed according to the
requirements of the program. If you want your function to
return a value, then you need to specify a return statement

in your function. Following is an example where you can
find a function that returns an integer.

Classes and Objects
In software development terms, “Class is a logical alliance
of variables and functions,” and it is the reason due to
which most of the programming language provides you the
provision of generating classes. Following are the steps
that could be developed to produce a class.
1. Use the Class keyword to create a class
class myClass():

2. Define some properties and functions inside the
class
def method1 (self):
print "This is a python course."
def method2 (self,something):
print "Software Testing:" + something

3. Make sure that everything in the class is indented
just as we do in functions. Anything that is not

indented is not considered a portion of the class.

4. To use the class, an instance of the class is initiated.
c = myClass()

5. To call the functions declared in the class need to
be called to ensure that the object of the class acts
according to the desired requirement.
c.method1()
c.method2(" Testing is fun")

Following is a complete example of a class and its function.
Further ahead in the main function, an instance of the class
created, and some of the functions defined in the class are
called to ensure that the class acts according to the desired
requirement.

class myClass():
def method1(self):
print("Guru99")
def method2(self,someString):
print("Software Testing:" + someString)

def main():
# exercise the class methods
c = myClass ()
c.method1()
c.method2(" Testing is fun")
if __name__== "__main__":
main()

Inheritance through classes
Inheritance is a concept of object-oriented programming.
In leman terms, we can say it is a parent-child relationship
where the drive class receives all the properties of the
parent class. The parent class is known by the name of
base, whereas the child class is known as the derived class.
Python supports

simple

inheritance

and multiple

inheritances. A class gets all the functions and variables of
the parent class.

The code below shows how we can use inheritance with
python.
class DerivedClass(BaseClass):
body_of_derived_class

The code below shows how a child class uses the functions
of the parent class.
class myClass():
def method1(self):
print("Guru99")

class childClass(myClass):
#def method1(self):
#myClass.method1(self);
#print ("childClass Method1")
def method2(self):
print("childClass method2")
def main():
# exercise the class methods
c2 = childClass()
c2.method1()
#c2.method2()
if __name__== "__main__":
main()

Constructors in Python
Classes have constructors which initialize the instantiated
object to predefined values. Following is an example where
you can see a constructor that initializes the default values
of the class.
Class User:
name = ""

def __init__(self, name):
self.name = name
def sayHello(self):
print("Welcome to Guru99, " + self.name
)

User1 = User("Alex")
User1.sayHello()

CHAPTER FOUR
Advance Element of Python
Python is a language used for software development which
encompasses exciting features, and that is one major
reason you can see python used widely. Above we
discussed all the basic functionalities available in Python.
Moving ahead, we will be going through some of
multifaceted concepts which are available and being used
commonly used to solve complex problems faced by
programmers.

Generators
The generator is a concept in Python that yields a
arrangement of values which allows us to use it with
iteration. We can also use it with the next function to get
the upcoming value. The only limitation you face here is
that you can iterate over the values only once.
A generator initializes with assistance of ‘yield’ keyword to
generate value. Whenever the generator function is called

a generator object is created. Here is an example that gives
you a better idea of this concept.

The picture below shows the result of the above code.

Generators are a quick and easy way to calculate values on
the fly as well. It is mostly used for simple cases because
they do not store the values in memory.

Collections Module
The collections module is a term that refers to the library
in Python that implements alternative container data
types. In the subsequent example, we will be using a
counter, which is a collection in which the elements stored
as dictionary keys.

Default Dictionary is one of the distinguished property of
python programming. In this language it is regarded as a
subclass of dictionary that provides you the provision to
pass a factory to initiate a new value automatically when
the key is missing. The code snippet below shows how you
can use default dictionary to solve complex problems with
ease.

The picture below is the result of the code snippet given

above.
Morover, the method “defaultdict” is function provided by
python that allows us to initiate a tree data structure. The
code written below shows how this method could be used
for utilizing tree structure in python.

Output:

Itertools Module
Looping is rated among one of the elementary concepts of
programming, and that is the reason due to which you can
see every programming language makes an effort to make
it efficient. Python has also come up with a module that
allows the program to create iterators for dynamic looping.
The three different types of Itertools modules are as
follows.
-

Permutation

In this type of itertools, the programs get all possible ways
of ordering a set of things. Here is an example that shows
how you get all the possibilities of order a set of 1,2 and 3.

-

Combinations

In this type of itertools, you get all the possible ways of
selecting elements from a collection. The significant
difference between both these types is that in this type of
collection, the order doesn’t matter.

-

Chain

The third and the last kind of itertools is called the chain.
In this type of itertools, it takes iterables and generates a
fresh iterator and returns the results in a single sequence
one by one.

Context Managers
A programming language provides tools to ensure that the
program appropriately is written to manage the resources.
In Python, you could utilize the Context Managers to
perform the above task. In Python, the most common use
of the context manager is the opening of a file.
Talking in terms of code Context Manager is a pure class
that implements two methods
-

Enter

-

Exit

The code written below illustrates how you can utilize both
the functions to manage time.

Decorators
In python, decorators refer to simple functions that take
function as parameters and return functions. Here is an
example that shows that the cache function is used as a
decorator to remember the Fibonacci numbers that were
already available.

Packing Unpacking
Python uses the * operator to unpack for convenient
transformations. This operator helps to go from list or

tuples to separate variables or arguments. Following is an
example of extended iterable unpacking.

Python allows to pack all the arguments into one single
tuple, and it provides the concept of packing. This keyword
packs all the arguments in a different dictionary. This
concept is also known as packing. Here is an example that
shows how we can pack the arguments in a single tuple.

Exception handling
Errors are a part of programming; thus, it is essential to
know the ways through which we can handle them in
programming. Errors are categorized into two categories
-

Syntax errors: It means that you have not followed
the exact format while writing the code. The
picture below shows the syntax error in the code.

Output:

-

Exceptions

If your syntax is correct it doesn’t mean your code is error
proof as we have another type of mistakes which is known
as exceptions. Even though the statement has no syntax
mistakes, it may cause an error while executing. Errors
encountered while running is known as exceptions. There
are numerous types of exceptions; thus, every time there
is an exception, the type of exception is printed along in
the statement. The picture below shows some of the
common exceptions that you will face while programming
in python.

How do we handle the exceptions?
Exceptions handled in Python through try and except
blocks. Try, and Except block is a code block that handles
the error, it transfers the control to the except block every
time there is an error in the program.
Python also offers bock finally after the except block. The
final block accomplishes even if the code in the except
block is not executed. There are a few occasions when a
program itself raises an exception. The code block below
shows how an exception raised intentionally.

Error Type

Explanation

IOError

When the file cannot
open

ImporteError

When python is unable
to find the imported
module

ValueError

When

the

function

in

built

receives

parameter

with

a
the

wrong value
KeyboardInterrrupt

When the user hits
control-C or Delete

EOFError

When a built-in function
goes to the end of the
file without receiving
value.

CHAPTER FIVE
Data Science Elements of Python
Python is a powerful language used in software
development that provides some exceptional applications.
Some of the most famous apps are
-

Web Development

-

Desktop GUIs

-

Software Development

-

Business Applications

-

Scientific/Numeric Computing.

Numeric Computing is in use for Data Science, and python
is leading the world with its amazing features. Following is
a reflection of what Python offers to its users related to
data science.

Numpy Arrays
Arrays are a significant part of programming irrespective of
the language you are using. It provides you the option of
using collection with help of a single variable.

Python also uses arrays for arranging data, but if talk in the
numerical calculation, then numpy arrays are beneficial.
Here we will be discussing numpy arrays and show how we
can create theses. Numpy is a term that is known for
Numerical Python, which is a library that contains
multidimensional array objects. Moreover, they also offer
a group of procedures for dispensation these arrays. These
arrays allow numerical and logical operations to perform
on them.
Considering the quantity of data of the modern era, we can
say that numpy arrays have proved to be useful because
they create arrays with initial placeholder content. This
particular element helps in diminishing the want for
growing arrays, which becomes an expensive operation as
the data grows.
Here is a code snippet that generates a numpy array and
prints its contents to users. This example returns a new
array of given shape and type with random values.

Output

The table below shows the list of functions that could be
performed on numpy arrays.
FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

empty()

Get a new array of given type and
shape. Without initializing.

empty_like()

Get a original array with the
identical shape and type of a
specified array

eye()

Returns a 2D array with 1 diagonal
and 0 elsewhere

identity()

Get the identity array

ones()

Get an array filled with ones

ones_like()

Get a copy of the given array filled
with ones

zeros()

Get array filled with zeros

zeros_like()

Get a copy of given array filled with
zeros

full_like()

Get a full array with given type and
shape

array()

Initiates an array

asarray()

The input converted to an array

asanyarray()

It will translate the input to a
ndarray

ascontiguousarray() Gets a adjoining array in memory
asmatrix()

Comprehend the input as a matrix

copy()

Get an array duplicate of the given
object

Pandas Data Frames
Pandas are also a significant part of Python. These are highlevel data manipulation tools developed upon numpy
arrays. It is built upon a fundamental data structure that is
known as Dataframes. These DataFrame allow you to
standardise and operate tabular data in rows of
explanations and column of variables.
Following is one most straightforward method to create a
DataFrame.

CONCLUSION
Python is a complete programming language that brings
along solutions for many complex problems with some
exceptional elements. Numpy arrays and Pandas are
specimen of these. These techniques are being used
commonly across the globe.
It is just an apprentice’s guide that gives you an idea about
how should you go about the language. After going
through this book, you need to find some real-world
examples and try to solve them through Python.
It is a convenient and easy to learn tutorial that provides
you examples along with each concept and could be read
offline. Thus it could be read offline but don’t forget to
practice the standards along to ensure your ideas grow
stronger as you go through the book.

